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[People]

Senior Management Changes at  
Design Go 

DAVID LOMAS, DIRECTOR AT DESIGN GO LTD., HAS BEEN  
promoted to the position of managing director. The new position 
will see Lomas take on increased responsibilities across the com-
pany’s portfolio of businesses, while continuing to drive forward 
its travel accessories brand, Go Travel. It is part of a wider senior 
management restructure in which current managing director, Glenn 
Rogers, will move to the position of vice chairman and also sees 
the appointment of Steve Worden as sales director. 

Lomas, who joined Design Go in 1997, has played a funda-
mental role in its evolution from a small UK-based company to the 
world’s leading travel accessories brand. Overseeing its rebrand to 

Go Travel in 2011, he simultaneously launched Go Travel in key strategic markets includ-
ing the U.S. and Latin America, where the brand has experienced year-on-year exponential 
growth over the last eight years.

LCI Brands Adds New Vice President 
of Product Development

PATTY STEMP WILL BE LCI BRANDS FIRST VICE PRESIDENT OF 
product development. Stemp has spent the past 14 years at S.I. 
Jacobson Manufacturing leading its sales and new product develop-
ment teams and creating a diverse portfolio of products for OEM 
and retail partners. Prior to this, she held various product manage-
ment and business development roles with Travelon, Outer Circle 
Products (Arctic Zone) and The Thermos Company. Stemp will lead 
the product development team in its efforts to design, develop and 
launch exciting new products for the business.

“Patty brings a proven track record of success working with 
international suppliers, designers and customers, which will be 

invaluable in meeting our company goals and objectives,” said Franz Wieshuber, vice 
president of sales and marketing. “This is a critical leadership role in taking our brands 
to the next level of growth and excellence through innovation.”

Eagle Creek Employee Named for  
Second Time to VF 100 for  
Volunteering

KRISTIE FOCHT HAS AGAIN BEEN NAMED TO THE VF 100 FOR HER 
outstanding commitment to volunteering and fostering a love of 
service within the community. Focht planned and participated in 
a weeklong volunteer project as part of her investment in Eagle 
Creek’s Live.Work.Travel.™ program, which encourages thoughtful 
service in the places associates live, work and travel. Focht used 
this unique benefit to volunteer in Haiti with Feed One Haiti, as well 
as volunteering with Tryon Creek Watershed Council, and recently 
started helping Urban Nature Partners PDX with their specific needs 
of strategic planning of their mentorship program. 

The VF 100 award sets the gold standard for community ser-
vice programs and recognizes the 100 associates out of 52,000 worldwide who accu-
mulate the highest number of community service hours. Recipients are honored with a 
donation of $1,000 from the corporation on their behalf to the qualified non-profit of their 
choice. Focht has selected Urban Nature Partners PDX.

[Product]
The Ultimate 
Smart  
Backpack
BARRACUDA’S KONZU SMART BACK-
pack is packed with groundbreak-
ing and patent-pending innovations, 
including the ability to wirelessly 
charge the built-in battery pack along 
with other gear. Konzu’s integrated 
sensors detect and alert users if 
their bag is open and Push-2-Lock 
allows them to lock all key zippers 
without taking the bag off. Connect 
a GoPro or smartphone to the bag’s 
detachable monopod and take pho-
tos. The bag comes with a Bluetooth® 
camera clicker. Other features include 
an external USB port, RFID-shielded 
pockets, key ring with retractable 
extension cord and an expandable 
strap system that provides extra stor-
age for a helmet, windbreaker or even 
drone. Move quickly through secu-
rity with Konzu’s TSA-accepted laptop 
sleeve – no need to dig out the laptop 
or mess with a tray. It is available in 
blue, brown, gray and black. MSRP: 
$349. To see all the features of this 
smart backpack and promotional dis-
count pricing, visit barracuda.co.Patty Stemp

David Lomas 

Kristie Focht

Place Barracuda’s Konzu Smart 
Backpack on its wireless charging 
stand when not in use.
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[Product]

Revolutionary 
Carry-On Design
G-RO HAS CREATED A REVOLUTIONARY 
carry-on bag with innovative, game-chang-
ing features – from its ergonomic handle 
and patented, all-terrain wheels that light-
en the weight of the bag by putting its 
center of gravity closer to the wheel’s rota-
tional axis to its built-in tablet stand and 
electronic charging station* that serve as 
an ideal on-the-go workspace. The bag 
comes equipped with a Bluetooth® “vir-
tual leash,” global proximity detector* and 
multiple spacious interior compartments 
for clothing, including a suit and shoe 
bag, and for electronics, with separate 
exterior pockets for a laptop or tablet and 
an easy-access waterproof zip pocket to 
separate carry-on liquids. MSRP: $450; 
$550 with add-on offerings, such as a 
G-Locator, G-Power DC outlet plus two USB 
ports and G-Mobile app featuring a pack-
ing list, reservation system, calendar and 
more. *These features are activated with 
the add-ons.

For additional information, please visit 
www.g-ro.com. To watch a video tutorial 
on this item, please visit https://vimeo.
com/139835530.

Epic Adventures Require 
Epic Luggage
STAR WARS FANS WILL LOVE THE NEW 20” CASE FROM 
American Tourister featuring Rebel and Empire themes 
and colors (MSRP: $320). With a rugged molded textured 
PC shell with side bumpers, the case sports dual spinner 
wheels with Empire or Rebel hubcap, retractable top and 
side carry handles, an ergonomic, beveled push-button 
locking handle and a Star Wars ID Tag. Organized packing 
is offered with a split case opening with cross straps and 
zipped divider panel.

American Tourister also debuts 21” and 28” Spinner 
cases ($139.99/$199.99) starring Star Wars’ C-3PO, 
Chewbacca and Boba Fett characters. Featuring polycar-
bonate split-case shells and single spinner wheels, the 
textured cases have character-branded push-button handle 
and zipper pulls. All ages will enjoy 
traveling to new frontiers with these 
fun cases. For more information, 
visit americantourister.com.

New Men’s Collection
OPEN UP THE DOMUS ZIP BRIEFCASE FROM BUGATTI’S MEN’S COLLECTION TO FIND A 
generous main compartment for your business 
documents plus a front zippered panel organizer 
with added storage. Additional storage comes via 
front and back panel zippered pockets. Offered in 
genuine leather, this case has extended leather 
pull-zips, an inside back pocket hidden trolley 
pass-through and an adjustable and removable 
nylon shoulder strap. MSRP: $290. For more infor-
mation, visit bugatti.com.

From the Bugatti Men’s Collection  
is the Domus Zip Briefcase.

Perfect Packables for Kids
THE LIGHTWEIGHT 2-PIECE BRITTO FOR KIDS LUGGAGE AND 
Backpack Set by Heys is a fun and colorful limited edition 
design in the popular line of luggage by renowned Brazilian 
neo-pop artist Romero Britto. Starring four bright and delightful 
prints – Frog, Kitty, White Dog and Blue Dog – these lightweight 
cases are made from durable polycarbonate composite with an 
overall protective layer of clear coat to create a beautiful and 
glossy shine. Designed to incorporate several child-specific 
features, such as the internal reverse-curved handle system 
for easy maneuvering at low heights, sets may be carried sepa-
rately or together with the backpack positioned on top of the 
case’s extended trolley handle. The patented design also allows 
the wheels to protrude out, keeping cases elevated for easier 
transport. Cases boast a zipper closure system and a colorful 
lined interior with a zippered divider for internal organization. 
MSRP: $89.99/set. See this collection at heys.com.

Combining elements of pop art and graffiti painting,  
Britto’s signature style is recognized worldwide – and  

is now available on Heys’ Kids Luggage.

The G-Ro Carry-On is designed with 
large diameter wheels for an effortless 
glide over all surfaces – cobblestone, 
gravel, sand and stairs.

Celebrate the release of the new Star Wars  
standalone film, “Rogue One: A Star Wars Story,” 

with all-new epic luggage from American Tourister.
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[Product]

A Case for Variety
MCKLEIN UNVEILS A NEW LINE OF  
sleekly beautiful women’s cases. These 
include the Melrose (MSRP: $210), a pat-
ented detachable, vertical Euro-influenced 
design that allows easier maneuvering 
down airplane aisles without having to 
lift the bag and in tight, crowded areas. 
In black and red, this case provides an 
interior organizer and fits laptops up to 
15” screen size. Also in black and red is 
the Berkeley ($210), a patented detach-
able horizontal rolling case that provides 
an interior organizer and fits laptops up to 
15” screen size. 

With its elegant gold chain emblem 
and exposed zipper easy-access exterior 
back pocket, the lovely leather Deva Tote 
($105) is fashionable yet functional. It 
comes in black, red and blue. Joliet 
($135) offers a front storage pocket and 
interior organizer to keep all essentials 
in place, ensuring that comfort and con-
venience never go out of style. This tote 
fits laptops up to 15” screen size and 
comes in black and red. For more infor-
mation, email csaetia@mckleincompany.
com, call 773-235-0600, x-224 or visit  
mckleincompany.com.

Elegance on Wheels
MUCH LIKE THE CALIFORNIA LANDSCAPE, WITH ITS ROCKY COASTLINES, HEARTY FOLIAGE 
and gentle winds, the San Marcos Collection by Ricardo Beverly Hills embodies the roman-
tic spirit of the west coast with a 
deep-rooted promise of strength 
and quality. The earthy color 
palette reflects the warm and 
cool colors of California’s coastal 
atmosphere, while vegan leather 
accents add a touch of sophis-
tication. Several front pockets 
keep personal items and elec-
tronics conveniently close at 
hand. Four dual-spinner wheels 
provide a lower center of grav-
ity, increasing stability and ease 
of mobility. The roomy interior 
features a unique floating divider 
pocket and multiple additional 
pockets to increase organization. 
Lightweight and built to last, this 
collection includes a 16” Under Seat Rolling Tote, 18” Shopper Tote, 20” Duffle, 21” 
Carry-On Spinner Upright and 25” and 29” Spinner Uprights. MSRP: $160-$440. Learn 
more about San Marcos and other Ricardo collections at ricardobeverlyhills.com.

Hardworking Duffle
THE FULLY LOADED ZITON WHEELED DUFFEL FROM J WORLD SPORTS A BOTTOM PRO- 

tection mold, a recessed two-stage locking double handle 
with push button, soft and noiseless wheels 

for stable and controlled motion and top 
and side grip handles. Keeping your 
belongings organized, accessible and pro-

tected are zippered exterior pockets 
on each side, a full size vertical zipper 
opening and a #10 heavy-duty nylon 
coil zipper with lock-ready sliders. In 
1680D ballistic, the duffle comes 

in black and navy. MSRP: $95. For 
more information, visit jworldstore.com.

Accessibility Around the World
PRINCESS® TRAVELLER DEBUTS THE AWARD-WINNING POWER BOX 
Hamburg suitcase from the Princess Power Collection. Lightweight with 
a removable charger for carefree travel, cases are extremely 
strong and flexible thanks to a polycarbonate scratch-resistant 
diamond skin and are finished with luxurious accesso-
ries and details. The charger can simultaneously 
charge a smartphone, tablet and other devices 
up to five times. This collection was select-
ed by the jury of the German Design 
Awards in the Lifestyle and Fashion 
category for its outstanding design.  
MSRP: $555. For more information, 
visit princesstraveller.com.

McKlein’s new  
women’s cases 
include the  
Berkeley and  
Deva.

The feature-rich San Marcos Collection by Ricardo 
Beverly Hills brings fashionable functionality to 
travels.

J World’s ZITON Wheeled Duffel

Charge on the go with the Power Box 
Hamburg with portable charger from 

Princess Traveller.
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[Product]

Bold Fashion Statement
APPRECIATE FASHION AT ITS FINEST WITH THE NEW ISOSCELES 
Hardside Collection by Nicole 
Miller from 24-7 International, 
representing everything travelers 
want and need for air, sea, road 
and rail travel. The highly styl-
ized geometric design brings out 
your sense of style, to the envy 
of those around you. The air-
plane-grade aluminum, telescop-
ing handle, interior mesh and zip 
pockets and cushioned carry han-
dles add to must-have features 
of this graceful high gloss collec-
tion. MSRP: $149-$199. For more 
information, call 973-882-0247.

Meet the Nicole Miller  
Isosceles Collection from  

24-7 International.

Functional, Trouble-Free 
Luggage
THE INUSA 3-PIECE SOUTHWORLD COLLECTION IS MADE IN 
the USA using a lightweight ABS and PC printed film engineered 
material with a brushed metallic or carbon fiber finish. The sturdy 
construction offers maximum strength, durability and a water- 
and scratch-resistant finish. Its functional style comes with four 
airplane-design dual spinner multidirectional, silent 360o wheels; 
a full interior fabric lining; built-in 3-digit TSA-accepted combina-
tion lock; push-button locking internal retractable aluminum trolley 
system; and ergonomic gel handles.

The collection’s carry-on includes a convenient EZ-access 
front pocket with integrated padded sleeve that can accom-
modate a 15.6” laptop, passport and other travel accessories. 
Four side studs allow the medium and large models to stand 
upright on their sides. Both expand two inches. A smooth gliding 
oversized tamper-proof zipper provides a strong defense against 
a forced entry. MSRP: $309.99. For more information, visit  
inusaluggage.com/en/88-southworld.

Expandable Luggage Set 
Packs More
THE TRAVELER’S CHOICE CLAYTON 2-PIECE SPINNER LUGGAGE 
Set (20”, 29”), constructed of durable 100% nylon fabric, offers 
superb quality, value and expandability. The patent-pending 
T-cruiser handle system allows you to maneuver the bag with ease. 
The downward curve of the handle fits the natural position of your 
hand to minimize discomfort or fatigue. The double tubes of the 
handle system maximize the interior space for packing and still 
allow for a second bag to be carried on top. The patent-pending 
Dual Cyclone Spherical 
8-wheel system provides 
wide wheel bases for 
great traction and sta-
bility. Featuring a large 
front zippered pocket and 
roomy compartments, the 
cases come in black and 
navy. MSRP: $379.99. 
For more information, 
visit travelerchoice.com.

The Clayton 2-Piece 
Softside Spinner 

Luggage Set from 
Traveler’s Choice

New Line ‘Flips’ Physics of 
Luggage Maneuverability on 
Its Side
SAMSONITE INTRODUCES LIGHTWEIGHT STRYDE™ GLIDER™ 
Cases with StrideAlign™ technology that provides a better experi-
ence for today’s travelers by changing the shape of the case and 
widening the handle system. A new lower center of gravity offers 
unparalleled control, fluid movement and a range of motion. 
Additionally, a double-wheel design increases maneuverability and 
a wider contoured handle tailors itself to the traveler’s height with 
eight position options. The design aesthetic revisits the classic 
luggage style while adding modern touches to create cases offer-
ing exceptional stability and comfort, plus packing organization via 
a multiple pocket interior system. Available in blue slate and char-
coal in three sizes, the expandable cases are constructed of 100% 
textured polycarbonate and have 
a customized three-dial combi-
nation recessed TSA-accepted 
lock. MSRP: $229.99/Carry-on 
Glider; $259.99/Glider Medium 
Journey; $289.99/Glider Long 
Journey. This line may be seen 
online at samsonite.com.

Conduct and guide the  
movement of your luggage 

naturally and effortlessly  
with Samsonite’s  

STRYDE™ Glider™ Cases.InUSA’s SouthWorld Collection is available in different colors.
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[Milestones]

Samsonite  
Eulogizes Jesse  
Lieberman

ON OCTOBER 24, 2016, 
at the age of 77, the 
world lost an outstand-
ing individual in Jesse 
Garrick Lieberman – and 
Samsonite lost a legend. 
Born March 9, 1939, 
in Bronx, NY, to Frieda 
and Hyman Lieberman, 
Jesse completed his 
education at DeWitt High 
School, later going on to 

attend NYU. Later in life, he dedicated himself 
in the world of sales, working first for American 
Tourister then continuing on with Samsonite. 
Jesse’s 38-year career in luggage sales was 
defined by dedication and passion. His custom-
ers loved and respected him, and he worked 
tirelessly for them and the company.

Throughout his years, Jesse developed 
many passions, including tennis, golf and 
cheering on his favorite football team, the NY 
Giants. Jesse also enjoyed Broadway shows 
and he loved his cars. His greatest love, how-
ever, was for his family. Whether it was coming 
to every sporting event he could to watch his 
grandchildren play or always being there when 
his kids needed him, everyone who knew him 
could tell that he was a family man through 
and through. Compassionate and always quick 
with a smile, Jesse expressed his care for oth-
ers by donating to countless charities as often 
as he could. His kindness will be remembered 
by all who encountered him. Jesse is survived 
by his wife, Pat; his brother, Jay; his three chil-
dren, Randy (Julie), Mindi (Michael) and Lori 
(Scott); and 10 grandchildren, whom he loved 
with all his heart. And because he wouldn’t 
want it any other way…Go Giants!

 – Samsonite

[Product]

Spinners A’Shimmer 
OLYMPIA INTERNATIONAL INTRODUCES CHANDLER, A 3-PIECE EXPANDABLE  
Spinner Luggage Set with a sequin/shimmer effect. Constructed of polyester 
with cotton, these statement-making cases have eight spinner wheels to allow 
free movement in all directions and a push-button aluminum retractable handle. 
Expandable for additional packing capacity, they offer multiple front zipper pockets 
for easy access to necessities, a top hanging zipper pocket inside, a clear vinyl 
pocket, extra zippered pockets and dual buckle tie-belts. A fin-
ishing detail is the elegantly imprinted, fully padded interior 
lining. MSRP: $600/set. 
For more information, 
visit olympiausa.com.

Olympia 
International 

introduces 
the 3-piece 

Chandler 
Collection.

Seeing Women Through Each Day
DESIGNED TO MEET THE DAILY NEEDS OF THE MODERN WOMAN, LEWIS N.  
Clark’s WEA Collection is as at home at the office as it is at the gym. If you’re run-
ning errands around town, the Squeeze Wristlet is ideal for holding the essentials – 
phone, IDs, credit cards and more. The larger Phone Wallet gives you room to pack 
more, and both come with a removable wrist strap. The Mini Cross-Body contains 
multiple RFID-protected card slots, a key keeper so your key doesn’t get lost at 
the bottom of the bag and an adjustable cross-body strap. The Tablet Cross-Body 
easily fits tablets up to 10.5”, and the expansion panel adds an additional 2” of 
storage. The all-purpose Tote not only accommodates laptops up to 17”, but also 
has plenty of room for travel essentials and gym gear.

Available in black and teal and designed with unique quilted accents, all pieces 
contain RFID-blocking pockets, ensuring that you’re protected against electronic 
identity theft no matter where you travel. MSRP: $31.49-$99.99. To see the pieces 
in this collection, visit lewisnclark.com.

Bags in the 
Lewis N. Clark 
WEA Collection 
are streamlined, 
secure and com-
fortable to carry.

[Company]

Company Name 
Change 
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, LUGGAGE AMERICA 
Inc. has officially changed its company name 
to Olympia International Inc. Please update 
your records.

Jesse Garrick 
Lieberman
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[Milestones]

Tribute to Legendary Leader Who Launched  
Ricardo Beverly Hills
RICHARD “RICARDO” GIBBS, FOUNDER 

of the internation-
ally recognized lug-
gage label Ricardo 
Beverly Hills, has 
died at the age of 
96. 

Born in Chicago 
on March 30, 1920, 
Gibbs grew up in 
Los Angeles and 
got started in the 
luggage business at 

age 18. He began his working career as 
a sales representative for Pacific Travel 
Service, and enlisted in the Marines with 
the start of WWII. After the war he attend-
ed USC and UCLA, and it was through 
acting circles that he met his wife, Addy, 
in 1955.

Gibbs then went to New York, looking 
for a job in show business. He was on 
Broadway for a year and a half, almost 
always playing the ingénue. But after 

contracting jaundice, he had to take a 
leave of absence from acting. Gibbs 
went back into luggage sales, going 
to work for Seward Luggage as a 
salesman. 

Gibbs transitioned from sales to 
design almost by accident in 1978. 
As a student, Merchant Marine, actor, 
traveling salesman, businessman and 
tourist, he had gained the experience 
needed to create luggage suited for 
the frequent traveler. He crafted his 
luggage to be multipurpose, supervis-
ing the construction of his cases with 
his beloved wife, Addy. 

“Yes, I care about the luggage I 
design,” Gibbs once said. “I care about 
you, your comfort and the safety of your 
personal belongings.” 

At Ricardo Beverly Hills, we continue 
to create smart and fashionable luggage 
that offers lasting quality and real value. 
Now with worldwide distribution, the com-
pany attributes its success to Gibbs’ nev-

er-ending dedication to designing fresh, 
unique and innovative luggage collections. 

With the death of Gibbs on the morn-
ing of August 17, 2016, Ricardo Beverly 
Hills lost an iconic figure and inspiration. 
He was the heart and soul of the brand, 
and leaves behind a legacy of profound 
leadership and boundless ingenuity that 
will live on throughout the future of this 
company. – Ricardo Beverly Hills

Richard “Ricardo” 
Gibbs

Richard Gibbs, surrounded by bags and  
beauties, in a vintage advertisement photo.


